
Health and Trust: Trust as a resource 

I talk a lot about the design of  healthy work systems.  But what actually determines

whether or not a work system is healthy or unhealthy?  One of the fundamental ways

to tell is whether or not people have adequate resources to meet the ongoing

demands of their jobs, and can control those resources.

The term ‘resources’ here means a whole host of things – having the time, energy,

skills, abilities, autonomy, staf살잯ng, social support, budget and materials needed to do

what we need to do.  Without these resources, we just can’t continue to rise to the

challenges we face.

I’d like to add trust to our list of necessary resources.  Not only because it makes some

of the other resources possible (without trust, there is no social support), but because

I believe trust in ourselves is vital.  We have to have con살잯dence in our resources and

needs.  We need to trust that when we need to ask for additional resources, not only

is it likely we will receive them, but we know we are deserving.

It’s vital we ask for and receive these necessary resources, not only for the sake of the

work we’re trying to accomplish, but also for our own health.  Robert Karasek studied

the cardiovascular health of large working populations over decades and found that

the relationship between our job’s demands and the control we have over
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necessary resources signi살잯cantly impacts our health. His Job Strain Model (also called
the Control/Demands Model) illustrates his 살잯ndings.

The concept is elegantly simple. When we are faced with high demands, we can rise

to meet them if we have the resources to do so. But if we are faced with ongoing

challenges and have low levels resources to meet those challenges, we eventually

become buried by them and our health suffers. These are the jobs that put people at

risk for physical and mental illnesses.  Burnout.

Karasek’s model can give us insight into our own jobs, their impact on our health and
what we can do about it. 

Here is a list of resources that allow us to meet work demands:

Proper skills



Appropriate education

Enough work time

Enough rest time

Adequate staf살잯ng/assistance

Adequate budget

Autonomy in how we do the work

Autonomy in when/where we do the work

Social support (both at work and at home)

Karasek describes four categories of jobs:

Active Jobs

When we experience high demands and high levels of control over the resources

needed to meet those demands, we’re thought to have an “active” job. These kinds of

jobs usually correlate with an increase in what we have recently come to call

“employee engagement.” Healthy work systems design jobs that fall in the active

category.

Passive Jobs

When we experience low demands and low control over resources, we’re thought to

have a “passive” job (think of a toll booth operator at night who can’t leave the booth

until the end of the shift). In these jobs we’d expect people, if allowed, to be doing

other things – reading, talking on the phone – in order to keep themselves awake and

alert. Passive jobs lead to low levels of motivation to do “better.” There’s just not

enough content to keep people engaged.

Low Strain Jobs

If we have low job demands and high levels of control over resources (say, a part-

time sales position), we have what’s considered a “low strain” job. These types of jobs

provide employees with some sense of freedom and 살잮exibility. They can decide how

to do their work so it’s best aligned with their preferences, for example. And they

have ample resources to meet the demands.



High Strain Jobs

Where we get into trouble is when we have high demands and low levels of control

over resources. People in these “high strain” jobs, where the demands consistently

exceed their resources, are at higher risk for mental and physical illness. Speci살잯cally,

Karasek’s research showed that people in high strain jobs had higher risk of

cardiovascular disease. (In the decades since, we’ve learned much about why and

how people get ill in high strain situations. If you’re interested in how stress affects

health, consider the classic book, Why Zebras Don’t Get Ulcers
[http://www.amazon.com/Zebras-Dont-Ulcers-Third-Edition/dp/0805073698?
ie=UTF8&keywords=why%20zebras%20don%27t%20get%20ulcers&qid=1458754719&ref_=sr_1_1&s=books&sr=1-
1] or watch this documentary [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYG0ZuTv5rs]

featuring Stanford professor, Robert Salpolsky.)

When we talk about “trust,” we’re usually not thinking in terms of resources that help

us get our jobs done and stay engaged. But I think it deserves to make the list.

After all, a number of the other resources require it.

We need to trust in our own skills and abilities – to have the con살잯dence to know

that we can do what we’re asked to do.

We need to trust in the capacity and willingness of those around us – to support

us, and to step in when we need help, or even just give us a pep talk.  Tell us we

matter, that we can do this.

We need to know that people trust us –  so that we can take risks and

put ourselves out there. If our boss or co-workers make it okay to take a risk , and

sometimes get it wrong, we’re much more likely to take a creative approach.

Most importantly, we need to trust our own assessment of our available resources

– do we have enough time, energy, skills, social support, and autonomy to really

do this?  If not, we have to ask for help.  Asking for help can be liberating.  Asking

for help can be a radical act in some organizations, or for people who were taught

that we’re all meant to be self-suf살잯cent.

http://www.amazon.com/Zebras-Dont-Ulcers-Third-Edition/dp/0805073698?ie=UTF8&keywords=why%20zebras%20don%27t%20get%20ulcers&qid=1458754719&ref_=sr_1_1&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYG0ZuTv5rs


The truth is, we’re all in this together.  We all feel overwhelmed at times.  And some of

us are working in poorly designed work systems, where most people feel

overwhelmed most of the time.  If you’re in such a system, a 살잯rst step is to

acknowledge it, and to start a conversation, “Is there another way?”  Because there is

another way.  There always is another way.

Trust is fundamental to our performance, our job satisfaction, and our health.

Register for the upcoming Be Healthy program (April 1 & 29)

[http://beeffectiveseries.com/the-series/]  to explore how trust can help you manage

the demands and resources in your own life.

–Katherine Sanders, PhD [http://beeffectiveseries.com/about-us/]

Systems engineer, Katherine Sanders, helps leaders make informed

decisions based on organizational research. She has a BS, MS and PhD in

industrial and systems engineering from the University of Wisconsin-

Madison, specializing in human factors and sociotechnical systems.

Katherine focuses on the design and leadership of work systems that are

not only effective and ef살잯cient, but also healthy for those who work

within them.

Like this post? Check out the Be Effective Series [http://beeffectiveseries.com/]
to learn more.

Health and Trust: Trusting people’s needs 

As an engineer, I’m surprised how often I hear the language of manufacturing and

machine productivity used to describe people’s performance.  I once worked at a

consulting 살잯rm where each person was evaluated by his or her “utilization rate,”

(“UT”).
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UT is a measure of productivity originating in manufacturing. It’s the ratio of the

number of hours a machine is running compared to the total number of possible

hours. At some point someone decided it should be used to describe how people
contribute to an organization.

I 살잯nd it troubling to describe human performance in manufacturing terms for a host

of reasons, but fundamentally because people are not machines.  Why do we try to

treat them as such?

For example, to calculate our UT, the 살잯rm compared our billable hours (revenue

generation) to the number of work hours in a day/week/month. This ratio was used

to determine if we received disciplinary action, were to be 살잯red or deserved a bonus

or promotion.  UTs were communicated across the organization.  Those with high

UTs were considered the most valuable employees.  And as your UT descended, you

experienced descending levels of in살잮uence.

Is that an effective way to describe employee value?

UTs don’t, for example, take into consideration other vital ways people affect group

performance. Are we helping others? Collaborating and sharing? Are we creating new

markets?  Innovating? Are we good supervisors? Caring? Are we recruiting new

talent? Mentoring? Do our clients enjoy working with us?

To make matters worse, because this 살잯rm was uninterested in mentoring lower-UT-

scoring employees, turnover was constant. If you couldn’t 살잯gure out how to generate

and sustain a high UT quickly, you weren’t there very long. Those who remained

worked with a changing sea of faces. Morale was chronically low.

Applying manufacturing measures to people’s performance fails because it can’t take

into account the ways that people’s needs and contributions are distinct from those

of machines.  To expect people to perform as machines is an assumption that is

살잮awed at every level.

 



 

I’m going to place part of the blame on my own 살잯eld, industrial engineering.

Take a look at this description of how to calculate machine cycle time

[http://www.mmsonline.com/columns/a-realistic-de살잯nition-of-cycle-time] .

There is no commentary on what the machine operator needs, only instruction to

build in time for the machine’s needs. In fact, in the article’s closing sentences, the

authors suggest, “machine cleaning and warm-ups can be done while the machine is

normally out of production, such as during lunch, breaks or off-shifts.” In essence,

the authors recommend machines be serviced during time set aside for people to

rest and rejuvenate.  Maybe the service folks are on a different schedule.  Maybe not.

It’s not worth mentioning.

This is how we are taught.

Engineers design and communicate speci살잯cations for how the machines they create

will best function. We communicate those design specs clearly (ideal climate, type of

fuel, duration of performance, maintenance schedule) so they can be followed

carefully.  We know that machines can only function when we take care of them.

http://www.mmsonline.com/columns/a-realistic-definition-of-cycle-time


Yet we omit the people operating and maintaining these machines from our specs

entirely, as if they don’t matter. Someone else will 살잯gure that part out.  (Turns out, no

one else usually 살잯gures that out.)

We act as if people are cogs in a large, organizational machine that can be switched

on and off, in and out, at will. Fixed after they break down. Refueled annually with a

two-week vacation. Sustained by a 30-minute lunch break.

You might say, “Well, it’s easier to predict what machines need than what people

need,” or “People are adaptable, they can take care of themselves!”

And you’re right, in part.  People are more varied and adaptable, at least for short

periods of time.

 

But we actually do know what people need to be healthy and to do their best work.  

Here’s a short list, taken from decades of scholarship and research on the subject:

Appreciation

Autonomy



Progress towards meaningful goals

Reasonable workload

Purpose

Growth

Social support

Movement

Sunlight

Rest and restoration

And, yes, of course: adequate 살잯nancial resources

[http://content.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,2019628,00.html] so that

they’re not stressed about money.

We have to trust people’s needs.  Design for these needs.  Respond to these needs.

When organizations ignore people’s needs, they risk becoming unhealthy work

systems.

Unhealthy work systems have some combination of high turnover, high absenteeism,

high presenteeism (showing up to work while sick and under-performing), low

morale, poor quality, high incident rates of accidents or near-misses, safety violations,

grievance procedures and lawsuits.  They might achieve a high level of through-put,

but it comes at a cost.

The epidemic of stress-related diseases and professional burnout in the US

population speaks to this fact.

We act as if these costs don’t affect the bottom line.  But they do.  Every day.

What if, instead, we cared for our people as meticulously as we care for our

machines?  If you and your colleagues came with a set of speci살잯cations, what would

they be?

 

http://content.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,2019628,00.html


Be Healthy: Designing Rejuvenation into Work (April 1 & 29)

[http://beeffectiveseries.com/the-series/]  will help you envision a healthier working

life for yourself.  One that feels better.  One where you can contribute your best work

– sustainably.

–Katherine Sanders, PhD [http://beeffectiveseries.com/about-us/]

Systems engineer, Katherine Sanders, helps leaders make informed

decisions based on organizational research. She has a BS, MS and PhD in

industrial and systems engineering from the University of Wisconsin-

Madison, specializing in human factors and sociotechnical systems.

Katherine focuses on the design and leadership of work systems that are

not only effective and ef살잯cient, but also healthy for those who work

within them.

Like this post? Check out the Be Effective Series [http://beeffectiveseries.com/]
to learn more.

Health and Trust: Trusting the change process   

My wise friend and colleague, Karen Konrath

[http://www.transitionscoachingllc.com/] , uses a model from William Bridges

[http://www.amazon.com/Managing-Transitions-Making-Most-

Change/dp/0738213802/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1458394385&sr=1-

1&keywords=managing+transitions+william+bridges] in her executive coaching

practice to talk about change.

She explains that change happens quickly at work, many times without our desire or

consent. Your project falls through. Management downsizes your group. You are

assigned a new boss. But, even though our external circumstances are new, really
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internalizing that change requires that we take an inner journey – a transition to a
new reality.

This model describes the inner transitions people make in response to changes in the

outer world. It starts with the loss of the old way of being, acting and thinking.  We

then enter a neutral zone, the in-between time when the old ways are gone, but the

new ways aren’t fully functional. It might feel chaotic, stressful, like traveling in a fog.

The new beginning starts when people develop their new identity, experience hope

and new energy. They feel a new sense of purpose.  This is where people start

believing that the change can work for them, and they participate in making it work

for the group.

What I love about this model is that Bridges highlights a phase of the change process

that most of us (especially at work) prefer to skip over – letting go of the past. And

in emphasizing this important 살잯rst step, he adds something tremendously important

to the organization change literature.

No one likes to deal with loss.  And the idea of acknowledging loss and grief may be

especially uncomfortable at the workplace, where we like to pretend people are

Adapted from William Bridges, Managing Transitions: Making The Most Of Change, Da Capo Press, 1991, 2003.



solely rational beings.

I believe some people are afraid that if they start to acknowledge and express their

feelings, it will never end. They’ll fall into a well of pain so deep, that they’ll never

climb out. So what we typically 살잯nd in organizations are a lot of wounds that have

never been acknowledged, festering under the surface, waiting to be attended to –

released and healed.

Here’s where trust comes in. 

We have to trust that when we start to grieve, we will 살잯nd an end point. There will be

a beginning, a middle and an end.  We may be changed forever. If it’s a severe loss, we

might start by learning to breathe alongside the pain. If it’s less severe, we might be

able to 살잯nd the bene살잯ts in the changes relatively easily – not only what we’ve lost, but

also what we’ve gained.

We have to remember that grieving is part of healing.  It’s natural.  It doesn’t need to

be dramatic.  We acknowledge what’s already happened. Grieve its loss.  And then we

are more able to let go – of ideas, ways of being, behaviors, expectations and former

identities.

In order to do this, we have to learn to tolerate some discomfort.  Discomfort within

ourselves.  Discomfort in our working group while others are going through their

own internal transitions.

What effective change leaders know is that we successfully transition because of

dealing with grief, not by ignoring it. It is only when we allow ourselves and others to

truly grieve, does space open for other feelings and experiences to resurface –

acceptance, curiosity, hope. 

There might be some heaviness as we start our journey into the unknown. But the

price of not factoring in this phase is high. (Think of those colleagues whose stories of

loss and victimization have become their identity.) If we want our change initiatives

to work, we must support people through transitions.

Here’s where restoration comes in. 



It’s important to fuel and restore ourselves while we’re 살잯nding our way.  It takes extra

energy to travel in the fog. We have to invent our own version of fog lights.  If we just

add this to our list of all the other things we have to do, we will likely 살잯nd ourselves

drained, maybe exhausted.  So it’s more important than ever, when navigating and

integrating change, to tend to our health.

In this Spring’s Be Healthy program (April 1 & 29) [http://beeffectiveseries.com/the-

series/]  we’ll explore the evidence – what supports rejuvenation – at work and at

home.  And then we’ll use Bridge’s change model to consider what we might need to

give up in order to invite some refreshing changes into our lives.

Let’s gift ourselves with some restoration and make this journey easier.

 

 

 

 

 

–Katherine Sanders, PhD [http://beeffectiveseries.com/about-us/]

Systems engineer, Katherine Sanders, helps leaders make informed

decisions based on organizational research. She has a BS, MS and PhD in

industrial and systems engineering from the University of Wisconsin-

Madison, specializing in human factors and sociotechnical systems.

Katherine focuses on the design and leadership of work systems that are

not only effective and ef살잯cient, but also healthy for those who work

within them.

Like this post? Check out the Be Effective Series [http://beeffectiveseries.com/]
to learn more.

http://beeffectiveseries.com/the-series/
http://beeffectiveseries.com/about-us/
http://beeffectiveseries.com/


Health and Trust: The stress of second guessing 

What does it feel like to work in a place where you don’t trust your boss and/or your

co-workers? Or to live in a marriage where you don’t trust your partner? We all know

the answer intuitively – second guessing the people around us is stressful. Ugh.

Every day we arrive on the scene looking for the message behind what’s said, the ‘real

intention’ underneath the comment. Every day we look for evidence that things are

actually safe before we proceed. We try to see around the next corner.

As this 2008 documentary [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYG0ZuTv5rs]

featuring Robert Sapolsky (Stanford professor of biology and neurology), makes clear,

prolonged stress wreaks havoc on our body. Feeling vigilant all the time depletes our

resources and erodes our health, altering our physiology in measurable ways. When

we live and work around people whose intentions we doubt – without countering

that force with our own self-care – our health suffers. 

But there is good news, too.

Because, even though negative and stressful states of arousal can damage our cells,

positive and loving states of mind can help us heal. Our bodies are responding to our

emotions all of the time.

 

That’s where Spring’s Be Effective program – Be Healthy: Designing Rejuvenation into

Work  [http://beeffectiveseries.com/the-series/] – comes in. Evidence shows

that incorporating small, rejuvenating activities into our days can help us shift our

own physiology out of vigilance and into restoration. (Or, to put it another way, we

can intentionally activate our parasympathetic nervous system.)

Let’s take what we know from the research about what replenishes the body and

mind, and put it to use. Because when our health improves, our work lives do, too.

After all, you can’t change other people. But, by tuning into and trusting yourself, you

can give yourself breaks, and eventually change the way you feel around them.
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Sign up for the Spring Be Healthy program [http://beeffectiveseries.com/the-series/]

 to join the conversation about stress, trust and health in your working life.

Be Healthy: Designing Rejuvenation into Work

Fridays, 8AM – Noon

April 1 & April 29

Madison Concourse Hotel

(Register by March 25)

–Katherine Sanders, PhD [http://beeffectiveseries.com/about-us/]

Systems engineer, Katherine Sanders, helps leaders make informed decisions based

on organizational research. She has a BS, MS and PhD in industrial and systems

engineering from the University of Wisconsin-Madison, specializing in human

factors and sociotechnical systems. Katherine focuses on the design and leadership

http://beeffectiveseries.com/the-series/
http://beeffectiveseries.com/about-us/


of work systems that are not only effective and ef살잯cient, but also healthy

for those who work within them.

Like this post? Check out the Be Effective Series
[http://beeffectiveseries.com/] to learn more.

Health and Trust: The wisdom of the body 

If we were asked to list the top 살잯ve priorities in our lives – personal and professional

– odds are high that health would make that list.

Our own health and the health of those we love is our most precious resource. It

allows us to be present, to be generous, to be productive and creative. It makes Life

easier.

And so it’s ironic that, when we feel healthy, many of us take it for granted. And when

we feel exhausted, we just ignore it, hoping that our bodies and spirits will

miraculously repair themselves.

This is especially true when it comes to how we feel at work. Sitting still. Stuck

indoors. Spending long hours trying to focus…we tell ourselves that ‘work’ just has to

be the way it is. 

But our bodies have so much to tell us about what’s really going on. When I am

worried for a good stretch of time, even if my mind won’t acknowledge it, my body

asks me to pay attention via a migraine. When I’m too sedentary, my body lets me

know she’s stiff. When I’m indoors too long, she craves sunlight. Fresh air.
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The truth is, we’re nicer to machines than we are to our own bodies.  We know that

our cars need regular maintenance and high quality fuel.  Without planned care, they

can’t do what they’re designed to do.

Manufacturing lines aren’t expected to run at 100%.  We design in downtime.  Time

for the machines to be cleaned, cared for and updated.  We design in time for them

to rest. There is no such thing as 100% productivity.  Recovery is always part of the

plan.

So let’s make another list. Let’s make a list of the top 살잯ve ways we invest our time each

week. Does caring for our health make that top 살잯ve? Do we spend as much time

investing in our health – 살잯nding restoration and rejuvenation – as we do answering

email, cleaning the house or caring for others?

Luckily, we are not helpless.  We are swimming in a sea of information, from

ourselves, each other, and the research.

We can redesign our personal and professional lives to be enlivening.  Less static.

There is a ton of research to help us, starting with Restore Yourself: The Antidote for
Professional Exhaustion [http://www.amazon.com/Restore-Yourself-Antidote-
Professional-Exhaustion/dp/0981929915/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1457923692&sr=8-
1&keywords=edy+greenblatt] .  We can share practical approaches to common

challenges.

Let’s integrate our personal wisdom with the research about professional restoration.

http://www.amazon.com/Restore-Yourself-Antidote-Professional-Exhaustion/dp/0981929915/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1457923692&sr=8-1&keywords=edy+greenblatt


Let’s trust what we learn and act upon it.

Sign up for Be Healthy [http://beeffectiveseries.com/the-series/]  to join the

conversation about an enlivening work life.

Be Healthy: Designing Rejuvenation into Work

Fridays, 8AM – Noon

April 1 & April 29

Madison Concourse Hotel

(Register by March 25)

 

–Katherine Sanders, PhD [http://beeffectiveseries.com/about-us/]

Systems engineer, Katherine Sanders, helps leaders make informed decisions based

on organizational research. She has a BS, MS and PhD in industrial and

systems engineering from the University of Wisconsin-Madison,

specializing in human factors and sociotechnical systems. Katherine

focuses on the design and leadership of work systems that are not only

effective and ef살잯cient, but also healthy for those who work within them.

Like this post? Check out the Be Effective Series [http://beeffectiveseries.com/]
to learn more.

The Role of Trust 

Trust. We don’t tend to think about it until we realize it’s missing.

Maybe your boss decides you’re going to work on a new team and you feel hesitant,

wary. Turns out you might not trust your new teammates – not because they aren’t
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nice people, but perhaps because you don’t trust their technical competence. Or their
work ethic. Or their ability to meet deadlines. Or their intentions…

Or maybe you’re the boss, and to introduce some sanity into your own work life

you’ve been thinking about delegating. You know intellectually that delegating would

free up some of your time to focus on strategy and big-picture goals. You also realize

your staff might need more variety, more creative challenge built into their own work

lives.

But you 살잯nd yourself hesitating. You remember that time, months or years ago, when

you depended upon Jo (or Joe) for something important. But s/he let you down. You

didn’t say anything about it at the time, but you made a mental note, “Can’t always

count on Jo/e. Easier to do it myself.”

Trust is one of the most important attributes in a work team and we seldom talk

about it.  

We do even less to address it. Some teams might go on an occasional retreat and do

‘team building’ exercises, which might be fun and worthwhile. Or they might be

hokey and a waste of time. Or a team can go out for a drink after work and call that

‘team building.’ Maybe it is.

But, it’s unlikely these scenarios will affect the level of trust between co-workers. The

fun-loving folks might have a good time with one another, and some might become

personal friends. But many of the factors affecting trust at work aren’t addressed by

general socializing.



Why isn’t it enough to like someone in order to trust them at work?

Well, it’s because trust is more complicated than whether we like or enjoy someone.

And even if we do trust someone, we might not trust them in all situations.

For example, I might work with someone who loves animals, and when I travel I trust

them to take care of my precious kitties. But that same person – who I trust to be in

my home, taking care of family members I love – might not be a good 살잯t to work on a

project with me. Maybe I know them to be kindhearted and passionate about

animals, but less-than-passionate about our joint collaborative project.

Building trust in a working group requires that we think and talk about trust in a more

precise way.

Robert F. Hurley (2006) has a great article in the Harvard Business Review called “The

Decision to Trust [https://hbr.org/2006/09/the-decision-to-trust] .” It is one of my

https://hbr.org/2006/09/the-decision-to-trust


favorite pieces because it talks about both the situational and self-awareness factors

that lie underneath the surface when taking a leap of faith to depend upon someone

else.

We ask ourselves:

How similar to me is this person?

Has this person shown predictability and integrity in the past?

Is this person capable?

Has this person shown concern for my personal wellbeing in the past?

How well-aligned are our intentions?

And the leap of faith is also shaped by our own psychology:

How risk tolerant am I?

Do I believe the world is a relatively benign place?

How much relative power do I have compared to the person I am considering

trusting?

Be Aware of these principles and use them at work. 

When you participate in our upcoming Be Effective Series

[http://beeffectiveseries.com/the-series/] , you are taking important steps to improve

your own work life. You join other leaders to learn about, discuss and explore the

different types of trust, why it is foundational to healthy work systems and how it

is earned, broken and repaired.

Because, beyond sharing a drink after work, building trust among colleagues requires

that we consider our shared histories, current intentions and the kinds of capabilities

we need for any given project. We might also do well to incorporate a little self-

awareness, re살잮ecting upon on how ready and willing we actually are to trust our co-

workers – and, for that matter, ourselves.

http://beeffectiveseries.com/the-series/


After all, people are people.  Sometimes we disappoint each other.  Do we

trust ourselves to 살잯gure out what to do if things don’t go as we’d hoped?

–Katherine Sanders, PhD [http://beeffectiveseries.com/about-us/]

Systems engineer, Katherine Sanders, helps leaders make informed

decisions based on organizational research. She has a BS, MS and PhD in

industrial and systems engineering from the University of Wisconsin-

Madison, specializing in human factors and sociotechnical systems.

Katherine focuses on the design and leadership of work systems that are

not only effective and ef살잯cient, but also healthy for those who work

within them.

Like this post? Check out the Be Effective Series [http://beeffectiveseries.com/]
to learn more.

What Does Meaningful Work Have to Do with Health? 

What does meaning have to do with health at work?  Human factor’s engineers ask

exactly that. And we can help you 살잯nd your way to the next level of your own

personal, professional and organizational health.

My guest post in this month’s

Humanities Booyah
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[http://www.wisconsinhumanities.org/health-work-and-healthy-work-human-

factors-engineering] blog goes beyond talking about the ways dysfunctional work

systems make us (individually and collectively) sick, and offers a list of things that

people seek and need from their work to be well.

You’ll 살잯nd that list here [http://www.wisconsinhumanities.org/health-work-and-

healthy-work-human-factors-engineering] .

Meanwhile, if you’re a professional ready to explore the role of meaning in your own

work systems, there’s an upcoming program just for you.

Register for November’s Be Aware program [http://beeffectiveseries.com/the-series/]

and join us as we explore ways to lead by supporting people’s progress towards

meaningful goals each day.  If you lead in this manner, your team can engage their

intrinsic motivation.

These small wins make all the difference.  They bring hope and a sense of

achievement into our daily lives. Productivity. Health.

 

[http://beeffectiveseries.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/fall-살잮yer1.jpg]
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Eclipsing Expertise: How Do We Honor the Knowledge of the
Professions? 

My Facebook news feed [https://www.facebook.com/katherine.sanders.1614?fref=nf]

showed me that a good many of us were outside watching the lunar eclipse the other

night. I’m astounded by the expertise, skill (and technology!) of some of my

colleagues.The photos they posted of the rare blood moon sure beat my view from

the porch – which was actually still pretty cool!

In the midst of these images, my dear friend, colleague and fellow human factors

engineer, Karen Dettinger [http://beeffectiveseries.com/about-us/] , posted this

article [http://thefederalist.com/2014/01/17/the-death-of-expertise/] in The Federalist

on “The Death of Expertise.” The author, Tom Nichols (who teaches at the U.S. Naval

War College and in the Harvard Extension School), does a great job describing how

the rise of social media has changed our collective view on what expertise is, and

who has the right to be heard.
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This morning I’m thinking about timelines, the distance we’ve traveled since I

graduated from high school in 1982. I think that was the last time we saw a lunar

eclipse while at perigee (aka a super moon – thanks for teaching me that Greg!). And

I’m even more sure that, just I was entering college, there was still an easy distinction

to make between the world’s experts and non-experts:

Experts spoke and non-experts listened.
Over the last few decades we have all witnessed the political and technological shifts

that make it possible for many more people to have their say. For the most part, I am a

big fan of more people 살잯nding their voices and being able to express themselves and

their truths.

But I have been surprised by the way this access has altered public and professional

discourse. Instead of more information, it seems we have more misinformation, and

much less rigorous thinking.

That plays out on a regular basis in my professional life. I’ve worked with a number of

project teams in which team members felt comfortable calling themselves

“engineers” and “work systems experts” even though their credentials had nothing to

do with, well, engineering or work systems.

In reality, they confused their quali살잯cations with their experiences: many had worked

in jobs where they observed what they considered inef살잯ciencies. They had ideas

about whom or what was to blame. And they had strongly held opinions about what

others should be doing differently.

Often these folks say that they can just feel the right approach – which is, of course,

the right or natural approach for them. It is their truth, with a little “t.” Whether or not

these approaches are in the best interests of a larger population, or even the rest of

their working group, however, is another matter.

I’ve learned over the years that there is little
point in arguing with people who claim

expertise they don’t have.



expertise they don’t have.
If someone feels they can be an engineer with no education, or with just a few hours

of exposure to basic concepts, then I think they should have at it! Do engineering. See

what you create. Live the consequences. Then, if things don’t go as you hope, go 살잯nd

and hire an actual engineer.

This topic takes me back to what I learned about multiple truths while writing my

dissertation in UW-Madison’s Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering

[http://www.engr.wisc.edu/isye.html] in the early ‘90s. To be sure, there was no talk

about “worldviews” in my department – I learned about it from colleagues outside of

the College of Engineering. Speci살잯cally, I remember talking with Professor of Higher

Education Clif Conrad [https://elpa.education.wisc.edu/elpa/people/faculty-and-

staff-directory/clifton-conrad] , a faculty member in the School of Education, who

had written a lot about postmodernism. I asked him about relativism and how to

make use of it in my work with organizations. He said:

“There are many truths, but some are more
compelling than others.”

In “The Death of Expertise,” Nichols does a great job of explaining just this: how some

truths are more compelling than others. Professionals who have spent a career

exploring an area render an expert opinion. Lay people who want to contribute their

thoughts should be considered just that – people with opinions based upon their own

experiences, but having little to do with the topic area.

As someone who really believes in the beauty and relevance of the professions, and

of education itself,

I want to recall and honor the expertise
embedded in each profession.

http://www.engr.wisc.edu/isye.html
https://elpa.education.wisc.edu/elpa/people/faculty-and-staff-directory/clifton-conrad


I want to bring professionals into collaboration with one another. I don’t want to

negate people’s individuality, but rather help them to appreciate the depth in other

professionals’ work. If we can co-create to integrate the depth of knowledge across

professions, then we’re on to something BIG!

But to negate expertise in another profession does us no collective good. Just because

you’re a brilliant physicist doesn’t mean you’re also a brilliant organization

psychologist just because you have opinions about why people behave in certain

ways at work.

We have everything to learn from each other and from our educational worldviews.

Our perspectives, whether from the back porch or through a telescope, are valuable.

But they are not equivalent.

There is no bene살잯t to eclipsing another’s specialization. We need to respect expertise

that is different than our own, and work together to create something better than we

could alone.

[http://beeffectiveseries.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/greg-one-

compressed.jpg]
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–Katherine Sanders, [http://beeffectiveseries.com/about-us/] PhD

Systems engineer, Katherine Sanders, helps leaders make informed decisions based on
organizational research. She has a BS, MS and PhD in industrial and systems engineering
from the University of Wisconsin-Madison, specializing in human factors and
sociotechnical systems. Katherine focuses on the design and leadership of work systems
that are not only effective and ef살잯cient, but also healthy for those who work within them.

Like this post? Check out the Be Effective Series [http://beeffectiveseries.com/] to

learn more.

Sign Up for Fall! 

It’s back-to-school time, and that means the Be Effective Series programs

[http://beeffectiveseries.com/the-series/] are coming up soon! I’m rethinking our

traditional 12-week format, looking to make the programs shorter at the same time as

I refresh the content.

Be Aware: The Research Behind Leadership & Management

[http://beeffectiveseries.com/the-series/#be-aware]  is the starting point.  It’s where

we translate decades of research into our daily working lives. It’s where we

experience the wisdom of a group. (Our conversation about work is *so* rich because

we’ve all learned along the way.) And it’s where we discover how much we know

intuitively about leadership and management, and how much we have in common

with professionals from different industries.

Be Aware is where we discuss what has gone largely unexamined: what does a

healthy workplace rely upon For example, if trust is important to creativity,

innovation and productivity, how do we cultivate it? How do we repair it once it’s

damaged?
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If you’re interested in participating in a program this fall, send me a note. Let’s make

this happen!

August 4 workshops coming up! 

The Be Effective workshops [http://beeffectiveseries.com/workshops/] are coming up

on Tuesday, August 4 (from 9-3) at the Madison Concourse Hotel.  I hope you can join

me!

A Job Worth Engaging [http://beeffectiveseries.com/workshops/] : In the morning

we’ll dive into employee engagement using a work systems approach. We’ll start with

an overview of the foundational theories guide organizational research to this day.

Then we’ll go into the speci살잯cs of how to create an engaging work environment with

Richard Hackman’s fantastic book, Leading Teams: Setting the Stage for Great
Performances.

I love, love, love this book. If I could only recommend one leadership book, this is the

one. Hackman is a giant in organization research, and he wrote this how-to book

using examples from decades of research projects inside real companies. He

understands how complex and creative leadership is, and how it can never be a one-

size-살잯ts-all quick 살잯x.

This book… even if you can’t attend on August 4, buy this book and read it with me in

our private Be Effective Facebook group! It will be worth every minute you spend on

it – dense with wisdom and practicality. A must-read for everyone who shoulders the

responsibilities of leadership and management.

Enlivening Work-Life Balance: In the afternoon we attend to the other half of the

equation for a healthy working life – building in space for joy at home and at work! It

sounds easy, but we are all sitting/walking/working examples of the fact that it’s not.
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I teach this stuff, work from home and create my own job every day, and I still have to

use phone apps to remind me to do the things I need to thrive. Why is that?

Let’s talk about it together – in the session, and afterwards online. I’ll gift you with a

copy of Overwhelmed: How to Work, Love, and Play When No One Has the Time,

written by award-winning journalist Brigid Schulte. Schulte sets out to discover

what’s driving the societal love affair with busy-ness and uses what she learns to

transform her own life.

And if this all sounds great, but August 4 doesn’t work for you, consider joining me

this fall for Be Aware: The Research Behind Leadership & Management

[http://beeffectiveseries.com/the-series/#be-aware] . We spend 12 weeks in a small

group exploring what makes work healthy and productive… We have time to talk

about the BIG issues: what work means to people, what trust is and how it forms, the

impact of performance reviews, and so much more. This is the place where the

research meets your lived experience.  If you’re ready for this, online registration

[http://beeffectiveseries.com/registration/] is ready for you!
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